Les Gibson
Comedy Impressionist Les Gibson is often called
'The Man Of A Thousand Voices'
because of the accuracy and sheer number of
characters that he can impersonate.
As an After Dinner Speaker or corporate comedian
and entertainer, just close your
eyes and you would think you were in the room
with the real person. Les is an
unbelievable sports speaker and sports
impersonator with the likes of Beckham,
Shearer, Keegan, Hansen, Fabio Capello, and Sir
Alex Ferguson to name but a few
and together with a multitude of soap characters
including Corrie stars such as
Kevin Webster, Roy & Hayley. Television favourites
Gordon Ramsay, Ant & Dec
Louis Walsh, Jedward, Lord Sugar and Sky One's
hard man Ross Kemp, all tied
together with link gags and observations ensures
that it all adds up to a hilarious
night of comedy. Because of his voice accuracy Les
is also in great demand as a
voice over artist.
So if you are looking for an after dinner speaker,
corporate comedian, or voice over
artist then look no further as you have just found
the best in the business!

Leslie Gibson is a quite superb comedy impressionist from Liverpool. Surely deserving of some
television exposure, Gibson works the after-dinner circuit and probably hasn’t entertained in many
student union bars or at the Edinburgh fringe, where most of the young TV gurus are said to hang out
these days. Topical impressions, from soap-land to Dragon’s Den, were all impressive and spiced with
originality. What a shame that , according to many in mainstream light entertainment at least, the talent
scouts from telly-land don’t seem to know quite where to look for truly original young talent. Leslie
Gibson really is a little bit special.
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"I could listen to it all night. You are a real threat in this competition."
Michael McIntyre, Judge, Britain’s Got Talent
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